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The Rural West
A major historical benefit from the Rocking P Gazette comes through
the authentic glimpses it provides of activities on a developing ranch in
the foothills of Alberta. First, as we have seen, it provides a line into the
yearly round of ranching activities. These included grain production, the
horse business, hogs, and chickens, as well as the vital contributions of
women and girls. It also offers information about a host of extraneous
events such as the editors’ sojourn into the sport of skiing,1 and golf, the
accommodation of the automobile and even the grain truck in the countryside,2 the advent of the airplane in western skies,3 and a hunting visit
to the Rocking P ranch by Edward Prince of Wales and his stately entourage.4 Many of these events the editors illustrated with cartoon sketches,
which also speak volumes about the world they meant to depict.
Some of the activities the Gazette underscores in this way, one might
easily overlook. In one issue, for instance, is a depiction noting that two
of the ranch hands were busy hauling ice for the ice house, which was
used for cold storage of beef and wild game as well as beef and pork. The
newspaper shows exactly how it was done.5
The Rocking P Gazette also represents concepts westerners claimed
to hold dear, including freedom, individuality, Mother Nature, and the
countryside. At the time, thirteen-year-old Maxine’s “Sonnet to the
Foothills of the Unspoiled West” projects all these values.
Between the mountains and the plains they stand,
The hills where cattle, horses, men roam free,
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Figure 8.1. The Macleays had their own golf course on the ranch, Rocking P Gazette,
October 1923, 58. Property of the Blades and Chattaway families and their descendants.
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Figure 8.2. Ice for the ice house. Rocking P Gazette, February 1925, 12. Property of the
Blades and Chattaway families and their descendants.

Figure 8.3. This block of ice is going to have to be cut up some more. Rocking P Gazette,
February 1925, 12. Property of the Blades and Chattaway families and their descendants.
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From whose fair heights as far as the eye can see,
Stretches for aye the boundless prairie land.
Thy rolling grass-lands are by breezes fanned,
Those breezes clean, and fresh and pure as thee;
Chinooks in winter come to set us free,
From the cold grip of winter’s icy hand.
This is the land of sunburst sons of toil,
The land of labour ’neath heaven’s wide-spread sky,
The land of ranges wide, and fruitful soil.
Out in the golden west the old days die,
But far from the cities’ noise and busy turmoil,
May our foothills still in old-time freedom lie!6
Embracing environmental conservation to some degree also gave the
family outfits an advantage, methodologically speaking, over the earlier
company outfits and, along with other factors we have examined, this
speaks to their relative longevity. One could argue that the “second frontier” ranchers did more to alter the environment (wells, crops, fences)
than the open-range ranchers who essentially replicated the “natural”
condition of the area by populating it with cattle and letting them fend
for themselves in the same way the buffalo had. However, while the corporations had tended to badly abuse their natural pasturelands, principally by uncontrolled overgrazing, the homesteaders not only cut down
their herd numbers to what the land could more realistically be expected
to support, they also managed to practise a modicum of rotational grazing simply because the networks of fences they constructed gave them
the ability to put their stock on special pastures in the summertime and
then to enclose them on land of their own or their neighbours’, where
feed and shelter were available, during the winter.7 In the Rocking P
Gazette, the realization that Nature will provide more when treated with
care surfaces in a number of ways. In the story “Forty Years On,” Ethel
Watts arrives at the home place for a reunion some four decades into the
future and is impressed by how little the hills and lakes and animal life
have changed in all that time.
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“Forty years on!”—“Aye, indeed!”, she mused,
“Forty years have seen great changes in the wide world, yet
not so hereabouts. Forty years back I roamed these hills with
these dear little girls, carefree and happy—now once more
we are to meet and renew old ties and friendships!”
She rode on slowly westwards, drinking in the scene, deep in
thought. The same old hills looked down, smiling and green,
the same sloughs and lakes glimmered in the soft June sunshine. The scene was the same and this June 1st, 1964 it
might have been the very same cattle and horses grazing so
peacefully in the valleys.8
The teacher is particularly appreciative that “the rancher” (now a grandpa), Rod himself, had “through the forty years past … seen to it that this
wide range, though prosperous and flourishing, was unspoiled by the
hand of man.” In this Watts was recognizing the care Macleay must have
taken of his pastures that had been so essential to the survival of the
family enterprise.
Another piece that enlists the conservation theme is “The National
Parks of Canada” in the January 1924 issue.9 It acknowledges that “if
some steps had not been taken by our government to prevent the total extinction of some of the most widely hunted animals [by creating
the parks], we should be without the famous buffalo, whose ancestors
roamed these plains, the graceful antelope, the bounding elk and deer,
and the sure-footed mountain sheep and goats.”10 These statements
might seem odd coming from a ranch publication. As Donald Wetherell
has recently pointed out, people on the land tended to view wild animals
that interfered with agriculture as enemies that had to be eliminated.11
In earlier days the cattlemen’s stock associations had provided bounties,
which they paid mainly to Indigenous hunters, for the extermination of
wolves that were wreaking havoc with the cattle and horse herds; and
ranchers themselves had used a powerful strychnine poison to eradicate
as many of the predators as possible.12 They also shot cougars and coyotes that threatened the chicken coop.
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Figure 8.4. The Macleays seem to have been comfortable with hunters on their own
land as long as they were after the right type of prey. Rocking P Gazette, October 1924,
16. Property of the Blades and Chattaway families and their descendants.
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Moreover, like Laura Macleay, many men and women on the land were
known to shoot game in order to augment their food supply. However,
ungulates—deer, elk and moose—were scarce by 1900. When the buffalo
disappeared due largely to the pemmican trade, the wolf lost its food staple and hence nearly wiped out the ungulates, which it preferred to the
ranchers’ cattle. Eventually, though, the predators were forced to turn
to the domesticated herds too. Presumably, farmers and ranchers could
support national parks like that at Banff Alberta and the reserve for migrating marsh and water birds north of Last Mountain Lake near Regina
(even though they were considered sanctuaries for species that preyed on
their cattle as well as on wildlife they liked to eat), as long as the parks
were in areas environmentally unsuited to agriculture.13 In an essay in
the January 1925 Gazette by a fictitious writer, Beatrice Bumper, titled
“In a Thousand Years from Now,” the fear that by the end of the millennium “eight generations of elephants, ten generations of whales” and
“two generations of giant tortoises” could be “pushed farther and farther
back and … finally be left only in Zoo’s and menageries” illustrates an
environmental consciousness in our two young editors.14
Encouragingly, and probably contrary to what most city folks think
these days, in the later twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, cattlemen in the foothills have learned to strike a balance with wild animal
life even in and around their own grasslands. On the Bar S itself, Rod
Macleay’s grandson15 notes that while his mother, Maxine “told of how
the sighting of an elk or moose was dinner table conversation when she
was growing up,” elk are now “common enough to be considered a pest
by the ranching community.” “It is a matter of conversation,” he notes,
“if we make a salting trip and do not see a moose.” While “grizzly, wolf
and cougar sightings are still a matter of conversation … there is lots of
it.” He concludes that “if competition at the top of the food chain is an
indicator we are in step with nature.” In “trying to recreate what once
was, we are on the right track.”16 No doubt the licensing system to control hunting helps to keep game animals somewhat in balance on the
ranchers’ pastures today, and the species most threatening to live cattle—the wolf—will in the future be subject to reasonable culls should its
resurgence go too far. The key word would seem to be “balance.”
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Figure 8.5. Maxine Macleay’s illustration depicting the buffalo as they once roamed the
foothills. Rocking P Gazette, March 1925, cover. Property of the Blades and Chattaway
families and their descendants.
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The conservationist ideals expressed in the Rocking P Gazette are
reinforced by another ideal that flourished in the West in the decades
prior to the Great Depression—what historians have labelled the “country life movement.” While admiration of country living was not new, it
enjoyed a resurgence in the early twentieth century in the hands of the
Progressive movement in the United States. In this period people, many
of them in urban settings, looked toward country living as a possible
counter to the perceived evils of modern city life.17 As they watched the
ongoing rapid growth of cities, and what they saw as the migration of
farmers away from the land, they wanted to preserve the essential character of country and the people who dwelt there, before it and they disappeared. This produced what American William L. Bowers identifies as
the yeoman myth—the belief that farmers (and by association, ranchers)
were an upright, hard-working, law-abiding, and intelligent mainstay of
society.18 They were more moral than anyone elsewhere, principally by
virtue of their constant exposure to nature and the land.19 Somewhat
ironically, they also embraced a scientific and mechanized approach to
agriculture in a capitalist economy, and they advocated modern appliances in the rural home in order to keep people on the land. In Canada,
historian David C. Jones has identified the rural myth deeming farming
and country living a morally superior and natural state of man.20
This line of deduction is evident in a story in the January 1924 issue of the Gazette titled “East is East, and West is West” by “Sixshooter
Sam.”21 The story focuses on the evils of life in Chicago by outlining
the seamy world of partying and what were sometimes called “sporting
girls.”22 The hero is a young man named Dick who at twenty-one is a
“large, Handsome, and brave” lad, “a dandy rider, and horse-breaker”
and the foreman on a big “ranch near Smoky River in Alberta.” One
day Dick receives a call from his father, “Old Mr. Simms,” to come to
Chicago to help him run “a stylish hotel,” which is “large and beautiful”
and an attraction for people of “any renown.” Dick does as requested,
and soon proceeds to get involved in the excesses of the city. He is “dazzled by all the young women” and has “several slight love affairs with
some of them.” His father manages to extricate him from all of these
affairs, but Dick grows to like Chicago “and the women.” Eventually he
falls “desperately in love with a young girl about his own age” whom he
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courts by taking “her to the shows and other entertainments.” When his
father intervenes and sends him home, he tells the girl that he is “going
back to the West, and that he wants her to marry him” so he can “take
her back with him.” When she refuses, “Dick, with a heavy heart” asks
“another girl and then another but no luck.” Heartbroken, he returns to
Alberta, where he suddenly sees the error in his ways and vows to spend
“the rest of his days” living the unspoiled country life on “the dear old
ranch at Smoky River.”23
One of the facts the Gazette demonstrates most clearly is that in keeping with its pride in country life, society in the foothills of Alberta in the
1920s also unashamedly clung to its old-West style and ways. Historically,
the best measure of a society comes from the words contemporaries use
in describing themselves. In the February 1925 edition of the newspaper,
a poem written by one of the more talented ranch hand contributors
makes it clear that a cowboy culture still predominated, even on some
outfits that had taken up particular farming practices, but that one had
now to travel to specific localities to find it.24 We also incidentally visualize in the poem the growing urban centre of Calgary, now a city of about
65,000.25 The city had left behind the ranching flavour that had overshadowed all others in an earlier period. Visible too are the cash wheat
farming districts on the flat, drier northern Great Plains stretching east
from High River all the way across the southern regions of the province
of Saskatchewan.26 The poem demonstrates as well that the cowboy was
still a much-admired specimen in the Canadian West; and that by the
1920s Hollywood (the “picture show”), though still to produce the first
“talkie,” had already assumed much of the role in augmenting his image
that dime and romantic novels had played in an earlier epoch.27
While There’s Life There’s Hope
When I first came into the West,
And left the East behind,
Rough gun-men and cowboys
There I hoped to find.
I first threshed up near Saskatoon,
In the province of Saskatchewan,
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And found that driving a bundle wagon
Surely was great fun.
But when the harvest was over
I westward still did go,
Looking for the cowboys and gun-men
Like I’d seen in the picture show.
When I arrived in Calgary,
And the snow-capped peaks did see,
I thought surely I must be
In the heart of the Cattle Country.
But no rough cowboys did I see,
Or gun-men brave and bold,
So I hit for the town of High River
Where I’d see them I was told.
I had no sooner come to that town
When my luck came back to me,
For I landed a job on a ranch,
The good old Anchor P [i.e. the Rocking P ranch].28
Then R. Macleay the owner,
Over the phone said to me.
“Now come to the city of Cayley
And I’ll send in a team about three.”
It was in the city of Cayley
That I first met Stewart Riddle
He was driving a big McLaughlin car,
Through a deep mud puddle.
He told me that Ed, the teamster,
Would meet me down at Kwong’s.
So I went down to the Chinaman’s,
Singing some old Eastern songs.
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And sure enough about three o’Clock
Ed Orvis did appear,29
Driving a fiery four-horse team
Which he could scarcely steer
After loading up some heavy salt
And having a little lunch,
We started for the distant Anchor P, –
For Ed he got a hunch
That if we didn’t start pretty soon
We would be out of luck,
For then the cook at the Anchor P
Wouldn’t give us any chuck
Then followed a long and lonely drive
Up hill and down vale,
Till the sun went down and the moon came up,
To show us the dim trail.
We reached the ranch on the hillside
Just as the clock struck eight,
And Ed he says to me,
“I thought we would be late.”
He introduced me to the bunk-house
And to “Bob,” if you please,
But little did I think.
He was a Justice of the Peace.30
And at the supper table
Two students did I meet
To tell the truth I didn’t know
That western girls could be so sweet.
Then one cold and frosty morn
As the horizon I did scan
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I spied a real rough rider
Leading a team with one hand.31
He approached at a swift gallop.
And, as he drew near,
I felt a chill go up my spine
And I thought of my mother dear.
He pulled his horse up on its haunches,
In the middle of the yard,
And I thought “now is the time
For me to be on my guard.”
He hooked his team to the wagon
Which was loaded up with salt.
And in a tone of stern command
Ordered me to get up on top.
So there I sat beside him
On a hard, cold sack of salt,
While he spat tobacco juice
On every rough spot.
His wild looking bronco
At his side he did lead,
And I thought to myself “wouldn’t it be great
If I could ride that stead.”
When after a weary mile or two
Along the trail we had passed,
I began to wonder what he would say
If for a ride I asked.
“Now listen, Tex,” says I to him,
(For “Tex” was his name),
“What do you say if I should ride
Your horse of roping fame?”
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He looked and pawed and shook the ground
I trembled thro’ and thro’
At length I looked him in the face
And thought “who cares for you?”
So when he stopped at the Calf Camp
To get a little drink,
I mounted a spirited pony
As quick as you can wink.
Then, seeing the red-headed Stewart,32
Riding in the lead,
I galloped on after him
With all possible speed.
Poor “Tex” he was left behind
To go a round-about way,
And you may be sure I hoped
That he would take all day.
Then after riding a mile or two
From a hilltop I did see,
The ranch that I would soon call home
That is the Bar S – y.33
Here I met Highland Jim34
And Bob and Tom and Dunk,35
Then when I was put to herding swine
I thought that I was drunk.
But the greatest shock of all came later,
When I met the terrible “Blake”36
For every time he looked at me
My very bones would ache.
For it was rumoured that this very man
Had taken possession of my new shirt
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And I was afraid to say anything
For fear I might get hurt.
Then I saw old William Krepps37
Whom Blake was wont to shun
Just because old Billy
Was quicker with his gun.
And so the days pass quickly
As I still live in hopes,
That I will soon become a cowboy
Just like the aforesaid folks.
Frank Van Eden38
Along with the mention of the picture show in this poem, the Rocking
P Gazette editors’ reference to some of the best-known cowboy actors in
the spoof image and caption below tells us that the movie theatre had
made its imprint in rural western Canada by the early 1920s. As one
film history website reminds us, “The first narrative film—The Great
Train Robbery produced in 1903 by Edwin S. Porter [had been] a western. Although shot entirely on the East Coast, it contained the essential
elements that made the Western a staple of the Hollywood film industry
for the next 100 years. Ten minutes in length, it was action-packed with
a train robbery, a chase and a final shoot out. It was an enormous success and the most profitable film of its time.”39 In its wake came some
400 “Broncho Billy” films and the first western movie star, Broncho
Billy Anderson.40
Hoot Gibson was an American rodeo champion, film actor, director,
and producer. He appeared in Pride of the Range (1910) and His Only Son
(1912).41 Tom Mix debuted as Broncho Buster in Ranch Life in the Great
Southwest (1910) and starred in The Man From Texas (1915), The Heart
of Texas Ryan (1916), Riders of the Purple Sage (1925), and The Great K
& A Train Robbery (1926).42 Buck Jones first starred in The Last Straw in
1920 and by 1925 he had “more than 160 film credits to his name.”43 A
number of films actually featured the Canadian West and the Canadian/
American borderlands:
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Figure 8.6. Dorothy and Maxine and their audience were clearly familiar with cowboy
westerns. Rocking P Gazette, February 1925, 57. Property of the Blades and Chattaway
families and their descendants.
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Beginning with Kalem … [Company’s] The Cattle Thieves
(1909) in which an Anglo-Canadian Mountie thwarts a halfbreed cattle rustler, the film industry used the ranches of the
northwest borderlands as the backdrop for cattle-rustling
tales typically featuring Indians, Half-breed, or French Canadian thieves. For example, in The Line Rider (1914), which
takes place in “a treacherous stretch of ground known as
Hell’s Hole,” a Mountie thwarts a pair of cattle rustlers by
the name of “Cree Charlie” and Paul Labelle. In The Half
Breed (1914) a “half-breed” named Moosejaw heads a band
of “renegade Indians” in an attempt to steal horses and cattle
from the Big U Ranch, possibly a reference to Alberta’s famous Bar U Ranch. Darcy of the Northwest Mounted (1916)
centers on a Mountie who successfully foils Jacques and Batienne, two half-breed cattle rustlers posing as trappers.44
By this time, small western towns, including Fort Macleod and High
River, had or were getting their own movie theatres, and when the roads
were passable the Macleays must have visited one or more of them from
time to time, perhaps when Rod and Laura were making a run for provisions.45 The family also must have read about movies and movie stars
when someone brought home newspapers and magazines on one of those
runs.46 Cowboy actors made a major impression in Alberta generally.
Hoot Gibson, for instance, made films in both Calgary and High River in
1925. Either way, the film industry clearly helped to augment the stature
of the cowboy even in localities where his craft was still in regular use.
To be sure, the major reason, over and above the entertainment
media, for the continued strength of the country and western culture
in the Canadian foothills was its appropriateness to the job of running
the ranch. Despite diversification, the conventions and skills prominent
during the days of the open range remained an intricate and substantial
part of working the cattle herds. Thus, for instance, a roundup described
in the Gazette on one of the enclosed leases has all the characteristics
of those the cattlemen had undertaken decades earlier. A daunting feature of the roundup had always been the threat of a stampede, which
could run thousands of pounds of precious beef off the animals as they
8 | The Rural West
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Figure 8.7. Poster for Hoot Gibson’s movie, “The Calgary Stampede,” filmed in Calgary
in 1925. Glenbow Archives, Calgary, Poster-126. For other moviemaking ventures in
Alberta see, Paul Voisey, High River and the Times (Edmonton: University of Alberta
Press, 2004), 137–38.

rampaged across the countryside, and bring harm or even death to the
men and their mounts as they fought to rein in the unruly beasts. The
following rather embellished report of a stampede that occurred in 1923
on the White Mud range indicates that the threat had not gone away as
the range was fenced off and divided up.
Arguably, the herd in this case was frightened by the whistle of the
train that was to carry them to market; or it might have been trying to
flee a very pesky parasite. During the heat of the day, when this event reportedly took place, cattle are their most docile, but the heel-fly (warble)
can irritate them endlessly, making them jump and run (usually for the
brush) uncontrollably.
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Figure 8.8. The two cartoons appear with Van Eden’s poem. Rocking P Gazette, Part
A: Tex Smith, February 1925, 26; Part B: Val Blake, February 1925, 29. Property of the
Blades and Chattaway families and their descendants.
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Figure 8.9. It appears that Van Eden eventually made the transition to cowboy stature
as he hoped he would. Rocking P Gazette, February 1925, 14. Property of the Blades and
Chattaway families and their descendants.
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Rod Macleay, Stewart Riddle, Jack Ribordy, Bill Krepps,
Ralph Robertson,47 Clem Henson,48 Val Blake, Dair Weise49
and Wick LeMaster50 headed along the cattle, while Bill Williams followed along with the horses. And Bill Vesey with
the mess-wagon. Everything went well for two days, until
Wednesday afternoon. Then:
when everyone was feeling blue with the heat and the
herd began to feel gay and stampeded over the hill and
through the valley, and up the other side where they met the
mess-wagon; The racket scared the team and away it went
also, tearing through brush, and open spaces, across creeks,
and valleys, and when they boomed across Willow Creek,
Bill was all bruised, and shaken up. (But the worst was yet
to come.) Bill bounced about two feet off his seat, and, then
made a “Swan dive” into the creek, where he lay on his stomach until he saw the herd coming. He had only just enough
wind left to paddle across the creek, into the brush where he
thought he was safe.
In the distance he could hear the faint cries—“Mill in!
Mill in! mill in!.” And, back at the herd, the cattle were still
gathering speed, on a tin and porcelain path of dishes and …
even dried fruit.
Stewart Riddle, Ralph Robertson, and Val Blake were at
the lead trying to turn the cattle. Val’s horse stepped in a
hole, and broke his leg, and got tramped on by nearly one
thousand hooves.
As Ralph came tearing past, he stopped and picked up
Val, who was pretty badly cut up. He thought that Bill Vesey
with his fast team would be at camp, with tent pitched. But,
as he neared Willow Creek, Bill emerged from the Willows
on hands, and knees, and he was picked up also. A half an
hour later Ralph, Bill and Val, came to the buildings where
they were greeted by Mrs. Weise, who took tender care of
them until late that evening when the rest of the boys came
in. They had had a wild ride and several accidents during the
afternoon, and at last had succeeded in cornering the herd.
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The next day they started to search for the lost team and
wagon, which were soon found, all tangled up in a fence, and
from the wagon the mess-box, tent, water-barrel and several
beds were gone.
And as for Bill and Val they soon recovered, though Bill
had a lump like a hard-boiled egg on the side of his head for
the rest of his life.51
Because the roundups in big, though now fenced, pastures generally
were still central to the operation of the cattle industry, the horse obviously continued to be significant, as did the saddles, ropes, and other equipment along with all the regular skills of the cowboy. Cattle not
only had to be mustered, they had to be branded and cut out from the
herd when ready for market or to be weaned or sent to the calf camp for
feeding. Sometimes, too, animals had to be roped from the saddle out on
the pastures so they could be treated for foot rot or pink eye or to have a
prolapse or wound stitched up.52
“The Cowpuncher,”
Rides the earth with hoofs of might,
His sharp eye has the grey old eagle’s sight
Where ever he is, he’s never in flight
No matter what happens is always bright
He’ll stay on his horse, no matter how high
He’s there as long, as the sun’s in the sky.53
The cowboy was very much a part of the second cattle ranching frontier just as he had been of the first. Though he was now forced at times
to get out of the saddle to slop pigs, harvest grain, and put up hay, the
ranch hand was still required by necessity to ride, rope, bull dog,54 and
brand; and, on bigger ranches at least, he still lived in some dread of the
cattle stampede. It was, therefore, out of practicality that the cowboy’s
legacy endured well past 1912, when the Calgary Stampede erroneously
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Figure 8.10. These images illustrate some of the many uses for cowboy, horse and rope
in the 1920s. Rocking P Gazette, Part A: November 1924, 23; Part B: September 1924, 13.
Property of the Blades and Chattaway families and their descendants.
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celebrated the end of the cowboy era.55 Evidently, however, and again
as in an earlier epoch, it and his country life values were reinforced by
media forms emanating to a significant extent from urban and industrial
settings. Buffalo Bill and other characters of dime and romantic novels
from the late nineteenth century continued to be Western heroes. While
by the 1920s the print media Western seems to have been giving way
to another genre, the messages it propagated were being preserved and
reinforced. We will now attempt to demonstrate another route by which
the combination of practical necessity and entertainment value kept a
powerful country and western culture radiating from the foothills in the
interwar period.
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